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Women for the Land Learning Circle Session #1 – FACILITATOR AND PRESENTER GUIDE

October 20 and 22, 2020 Prince William County (Southern SARE grant)

Objectives: Participants increase confidence to

1. Discuss challenges they face as a woman land owner, land manager or land seeker.

2. Create connections with fellow women from your area and learn they may have similar problems.

3. List their top problems- to be addressed the second day.

4. Introduction to whole farm conservation planning and how it will help their operation.

5. Introduction to who and what agencies can assist in making a conservation plan.

6. Want to learn more and come back to the second day.

9:50-

10:00

Registration Participants/Staff sign in

HOMEWORK before attending: Fill in the complete

Inventory if Possible.

Participants

10:00-

10:10

Welcome and Overview of Day 1 (of 2) Agenda

Mention the Inventory and how their information can be

used in their Farm Planning process with the experts.

Dana York/Facilitator

Green Earth Connection Consulting

Dyork818@yahoo.com

10:10-

10:40

“Long” Introductions- Not Recorded

Go around the circle taking 2-3 minutes to talk about your

land: Answer the following questions: 1) Name; 2) location

of land and your history with that land; 3) what you grow

on the farm; 4) Who helps you on the farm. (If looking for a

farm what you would like to find and answer for each of

those question).

Dana York/Facilitator

NOTE: MMays to be taking notes.

10 people is max 30 minutes.

10:40-

10:55-

Top two problems or issues you have with making your
Farm Dream come true (Natural resource, economic, lack of
knowledge, people problems or other issues) 2 minutes
each

Dana York/Facilitator

Note: Participants have been asked to

complete survey. M Mays to give to D York

prior to Learning Circle. If ZERO pre

responses, Dana will facilitate discussion and

M Mays will take notes.

10:55-

11:15

Conservation Agency Flow chart- and Introduction to Farm

Planning- What a plan is and who can help.

District/NRCS staff walks through the planning process – big

picture (10 minutes)

 What does SWCD/NRCS mean by Whole Farm

Planning?

 What are the basic steps?

NRCS- Casey Iames/Host:

Casey shares Conservation Agency Flow

Chart and sample map.
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 What does the WLO have to do?

 What does the agency do?

 How is that different from program contracts?

(Discuss cost sharing and programs tomorrow)

11:15-

11:20

Lay out second day of Discussion (discussion of the

immediate problems they listed and how that will lead to

a completed plan)

Dana York/Facilitator/NRCS

11:20-

11:30

Remaining Questions and Session #2 Overview

Any last questions from today? (list if have time)

Discuss Request for assistance that will be given the second

day. If they will not be there the second day we will send

to have them fill out.

Remind them of time for Day 2 session..

Mention the Inventory- Starts the Discussion with Agencies

A Google Form poll will be sent to evaluate the day.

Dana York/Facilitator

Margo Mays


